DMV Connect Overview

• In operation since May 2012
• Provides portable ID processing
• Partnership with Virginia Department of Corrections (DOC)
• Recently expanded to include:
  • Sheriff’s offices
  • Regional jail
  • Federal correctional facilities
  • Assisted living facilities
  • Homeless shelters
  • V-A hospitals
Initial Goals

• Help reduce inmate recidivism rates
• Provide inmates nearing release with a Virginia ID
• Eliminate a significant barrier to re-integration; ease transition to society
DMV Connect Video

• DMV Connect Video
Minimum Requirements
Pre-visit Process

- Facility staff gathers proof documents
- Documents transmitted to DMV using MOVE-IT
- DMV Identification Review Services
On-site Process

- Bring portable case into the facility
- Visually verify proof documents
- Take photos and capture signatures
- Provide compliance summaries
Work Volume

• Typical visit:
  – Two hours
  – Produce 25 IDs

• Frequency of visits determined by demand:
  – Monthly (high-volume facilities)
  – Bi-monthly
  – Quarterly
Expenditures

• Annual program cost: $187,000
  – Three ID processing kits (cases)
  – Vehicle expenses
  – Staff salary, travel expenses

• Funded through Virginia’s Motor Vehicle Special Fund
# DMV Connect Reach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>40 + state correctional facilities</th>
<th>8 sheriff’s offices</th>
<th>Regional jail</th>
<th>2 federal correctional facilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

More than 5,000 IDs processed
DMV Connect: Reducing Recidivism

• Virginia’s recidivism rate has dropped to its lowest level on record at 22.8%
• Virginia’s Governor named DMV Connect as one of the programs contributing to this figure.
DMV Connect Attributes

Unique
Secure
Effective
Transferable
DMV Connect: Making a Difference
More Applications

- Additional training centers
- Four private assisted living facilities
- Homeless shelters in Richmond and Northern Virginia
- V-A hospitals
- Pursuing visits for children’s ID cards
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